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Gliffy offers intuitive, powerful diagramming apps for both Cloud and Data Center, and for the most part, they function the same way,  
but there are a few notable differences. Use this sheet to compare Gliffy for Confluence Cloud and Data Center.

In general, Data Center is more flexible for hosting and configuration 
than Cloud due to its on-prem nature. However, Cloud offers more 
licensing and billing flexibility with annual and monthly  
payment terms.

*Coming soon!

Questions?

Reach out to Andy at abryl@perforce.com with any additional 
questions about Gliffy for Confluence Cloud or Data Center.  
We’re happy to help you find the solution that fits your needs. 

Start a free trial or request a quote today. 

Cloud Diagramming DC
Create a Variety of Diagram Types

Access all the shapes and connectors you’ll need to create  
flowcharts, UML diagrams, architecture diagrams, and more.

Intuitive Drag-and-Drop Functionality
See each shape as you drag and drop it onto the canvas and  

make your diagrams pixel-perfect with drawing guides.

Interactive Diagramming
Create diagrams with linked layers that viewers can toggle  

on and off when viewing the diagram on a Confluence page.

Add Custom Shapes
Create your own shape libraries by uploading company logos or other icons.

Cloud Diagram Management DC
Detailed Version History 

Revert to older versions of your diagram with just a few clicks, or revert a  
whole Confluence page and diagram content automatically reverts with it. 

Import Diagrams From Other Tools
Import Visio, Lucidchart, and draw.io diagrams into Gliffy.

Bulk Import Capabilities
Import all your diagrams from draw.io or Lucidchart at once.

Cloud Whiteboarding & Collaboration DC
Real-Time Collaboration

Create and edit diagrams with your team in real time.

Freehand Drawing
Mark up diagrams or sketch out ideas with the freehand drawing tool.   

*

Sticky Notes
Capture ideas and take notes quickly and easily.   

*

Cloud Configuration DC
Autosave Customization

Customize the time interval between diagram autosaves.

HTML Viewer
Enable or disable the HTML viewer.

Embed Links
Enable or disable diagram embed links.
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